When you're running on time, everyone's happy. Checking their watches are (L to R) Betty Lou Kollun, Dr. Len Kollun (Co-Chairpersons), Ottawa OD Dr. Jacques Gaulin and SOA President Dr. Claude Hutton.

Saturday's outbound flights from the Regina airport carried with them most of the CAO Congress delegates and their families. Each will carry his or her special memories of the 19th Biennial Congress and many, we hope, will have already booked August 4-8, 1987, for a reunion in Saint John, New Brunswick at our 20th Biennial gathering.

The “Merry-time Mingie”, under Chairperson Dr. Barbara Iftody, will be held at the brand new Market Square Trade and Convention Centre with a new Hilton Hotel at one end and a new Delta Hotel at the other. Salt sea air, Fundy's famous tides, Saint John's own two-way waterfall, Loyalist and Acadian tradition alike will be the foundation for 1987. See you there!
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Editor's Note: The report of the business meetings held in conjunction with the Congress (Council, Provincial Presidents, Interaction and General Business Meeting) will be included in the December CJO.

BOOK REVIEW


In this detailed book on the peripheral fundus, there are seven beautifully illustrated chapters.

The early chapters deal with the methods of observation, and with the anatomy of the area. The succeeding chapters deal, in turn, with the clinical description, histopathology and significance of the abnormality.

It is an extremely well-illustrated book and has additional references in each chapter if the practitioner wishes to undertake more detailed investigation. I suggest that the book will be an invaluable aid in helping the practitioner to make differential diagnoses on the pathologies of the peripheral fundus.

Dr. M. Hansen-des Groseilliers
Ottawa